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Activity discovery from video employing soft computing relations

Luis Patino, Francois Bremond and Monique Thonnat

Abstract—The present work presents a novel approach for activity extraction and knowledge discovery from video. Spatial and temporal properties from detected mobile objects are modeled employing fuzzy relations. These can then be aggregated employing typical soft-computing algebra. A clustering algorithm based on the transitive closure calculation of the fuzzy relations allows finding spatio-temporal patterns of activity. We employ trajectory-based analysis of mobiles in the video to discover the points of entry and exit of mobiles appearing in the scene and ultimately deduce the different areas of activity in the scene. These areas can be reported as activity maps with different granularities thanks to the analysis of the transitive closure matrix of the mobile fuzzy spatial relations. Discovered activity zones and spatio-temporal patterns of activity can be labeled in a human-like language. We present results obtained on real videos corresponding to apron monitoring in the Toulouse airport in France.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current video monitoring systems aiming at safety and security issues, on large infrastructure sites, are able to record huge amounts of data and store this in standard databases. Most vision systems specialize on recognizing predefined events (or behaviours), mostly with the aim of raising an alarm. However, the raw video data stored in the database may represent a rich source of new information still unknown to human operators. The complexity related to manipulate such large amounts of data makes impossible for the user to achieve a methodological and systematic exploration of the database. Knowledge discovery systems (KDS) aim at helping the human operator on this aspect. Although knowledge discovery systems have become a central part on many domains where data is stored in a database, little research has been done in the field of video data-mining to discover the behaviours stored on large video recordings and give a comprehensive analysis of the ongoing activity. It must be said the challenge is particularly difficult not only because of the difficulty in identifying the interesting patterns of activity in the video but also in describing them in a concise and meaningful manner. Both tasks are crucial in the field of data mining and knowledge discovery, and particularly important for activity discovery from video. Soft computing methodologies are particularly adapted for these tasks because they provide capability to process uncertain or vague information, as well as a more natural framework to cope with linguistic terms and produce natural language-like interpretable results. Fuzzy sets [1] are the ground stone of soft computing together with other techniques such as neural networks and genetic algorithms. The relation between different existing fuzzy sets can be graded with the use of fuzzy relations [2]. Various fuzzy-based soft computing systems have been developed for different applied fields of data mining; surprisingly only a few systems employ soft computing techniques to characterize video activity patterns [3], [4]; the use of fuzzy relations for their discovery from video, as presented in this paper, is to our knowledge, a premier. The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. Next section gives a short overview of related work from the literature, then in section III we present our approach. In section IV we give a generic explanation on how mobile objects are first detected and tracked. We explain the procedure we perform on trajectories obtained from the tracking of mobile objects in section V and ultimately the activity extraction process is presented in section VI. The experimental results are given in section VII while our main conclusions and future work are presented in section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Extraction of the activity contained in the video by applying data-mining techniques represents a field that has only started to be addressed. Although the general problem of unsupervised learning has been broadly studied in the last couple of decades [5], there are only a few systems which apply them in the domain of behaviour analysis. Because of the complexity to tune parameters or to acquire knowledge, most systems limit themselves to object recognition [6], [7], [8]. For behaviour recognition, three main categories of learning techniques have been investigated.

- The first class of techniques learns the parameters of a video understanding program. These techniques have been widely used in case of event recognition methods based on neural networks [9], naïve Bayesian classifiers [10], [11] and HMMs [12], [13], [14].
- The second class consists in using unsupervised learning techniques to deduce abnormalities from the occurring events [15], [16], [17], [18].
- The third class of methods focuses on learning behaviour based on trajectory analysis. This class is the most popular learning approach due to its effectiveness in detecting normal/abnormal behaviours. For example, Piciarelli et al. [19] employ a splitting algorithm applied on very structured scenes (such as roads) represented as a zone hierarchy. Foresti et al. [9] employ an adaptive neural tree to classify an event occurring on a parking lot (again a highly structured scene) as normal/suspicious/dangerous. Anjum et al. [20] employ PCA to seek for trajectory outliers. Similarly, Naftel et al. [21] first reduce the dimensionality of the
trajectory data employing Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients and then apply a self-organizing map (SOM) clustering algorithm to find normal behaviour. Antonini et al. [22] transform the trajectory data employing Independent Component Analysis (ICA), while the final clusters are found employing an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have also been employed to detect different states of predefined normal behaviour [23], [24], [25]. All these techniques are interesting, but little has been said about the semantic interpretability of the results. Indeed, more than trajectory clusters, we are interested in extracting meaningful activity clusters from the operational point of view; learn not only the main trajectory (i.e. routes) and their characteristics (e.g. speed, proxemic information...) but activities with semantic content, which can be interpreted, and as a complement normal/abnormal behaviour extraction. This work comes thus into the frame of behaviour extraction from trajectory analysis, however we have in addition a higher semantic level that employs proximity relations between resulting clusters of detected mobiles as well as between clusters and contextual elements from the scene to, first, build the structure of the scene and, then, characterise the ongoing different activities of the scene. By including temporal information we are able to find spatio-temporal patterns of activity.

In addition, we need a system able to learn the activity clusters in an on-line way. On-line learning is indeed an important capability required to perform behaviour analysis on long-term basis and to anticipate the human interaction evolutions. An on-line learning algorithm gives a system the ability of incrementally learning new information from datasets that consecutively become available, even if the new data introduce additional classes that were not formerly seen. This kind of algorithm complies with three rules 1) does not require access to previously used datasets, 2) it is capable to retain the previously acquired knowledge and 3) has no problem to accommodate any new classes that are introduced in the new data [26]. Specific algorithms have been developed to perform on-line incremental learning, such as Leader [18], Adaptive Resonance Theory modules (ARTMAP) [27], leaders-subleaders [28], or the BIRCH algorithm [29]. The last two techniques can be considered as an extension of the leader algorithm. However, all these approaches rely on a manually-selected threshold to decide whether the data is too far away from the clusters. In this work we propose also to improve this aspect by controlling the learning rate with coefficients indicating how flexible the cluster can be when updated with new data.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. System Architecture

Our proposed system is mainly composed of two different processing components (shown in Figure 1). The first one is a real time analysis subsystem for the detection and tracking of objects. This is a processing that goes on a frame-by-frame basis. The second subsystem works off-line and achieves the extraction of activity patterns from the video. This subsystem is composed of two modules: The trajectory analysis module, and the activity analysis module. The former is aimed at obtaining behavioural displacement patterns indicating the origin and destination of mobile objects observed in the scene. We achieve this through trajectory-based analysis of mobiles in the video to discover the points of entry and exit of mobiles appearing in the scene. The latter is aimed at extracting more complex patterns of activity, which include spatial information (coming from the trajectory analysis) and temporal information related to the interactions of mobiles observed in the scene, either between themselves or with contextual elements of the scene. We achieve this by aggregating soft-computing relations defined on the mobile objects. Spatial and temporal properties from detected mobile objects are modeled employing fuzzy relations. These can then be aggregated employing typical soft-computing algebra. A clustering algorithm based on the transitive closure calculation of the fuzzy relations allows finding spatio-temporal patterns of activity.

For the storage of video streams and the trajectories obtained from the on-line video processing, a relational database has been set up. The off-line modules read the trajectories from the database and return the different trajectory types identified; the discovered activities on the video; and resulting statistics calculated from the activities.

Streams of video are acquired at a speed of 10 frames per second. The on-line (real time) analysis subsystem takes its input directly from the data acquisition component; the video is stored in the DB parallel to the real time processing.

Fig. 1. General architecture.

The off-line analysis subsystem is dedicated to the manager or designer who wants to get global and long-term information from the monitored site. The user can specify a period of time where he/she wishes to retrieve and analyse stored information. In particular the user can access all database and visualize specific events, streams of video and off-line information.

B. Defining the scene model

Modelling the spatial context of the scene is essential for recognition and interpretation of activity. By contextual
areas we understand those semantic regions of the scene where people activities are expected to be different from one another. Contextual areas in the scene have thus a central role to understand activities as they allow analysing possible interactions between mobile and environmental objects of the scene and thus establish a semantic meaning. In our current application 12 specific areas have been defined for the ground personal in the airport to carry out specific operations. These specific contextual zones, $Z_n$, are defined in figure 2. The relevant scenario areas are: Entry/Exit areas and Parking/Servicing areas.

![Fig. 2. Contextual zones manually defined: a) monitored apron area with aircraft b) empty apron area with some user-defined contextual areas c) top view of the monitored apron with all user-defined contextual areas d) list of contextual areas.](image)

**IV. DETECTION AND TRACKING OF OBJECTS**

We have developed specific algorithms [30] to detect in real time objects of interest in the video. This is however not the main topic of this paper and therefore only a general description will be given. Object detection is made through a motion analysis algorithm; it segments, from a background reference image, the foreground pixels which belong to a moving object by means of a simple thresholding operation. The foreground pixels are then spatially grouped into moving regions (enclosed by bounding boxes). These moving regions constitute the detected object. A frame to frame tracker then links the list of detected objects in each pair of successive frames. The output of the frame to frame tracker is a graph of linked detected objects. This graph provides all the possible trajectories that a mobile object may take. After a small period of time, it is possible to build a temporary model of the path a mobile may follow. A path is composed of a temporal sequence of detected objects fulfilling two conditions: 1) detected objects included in the path must be coherent regarding to the 3D size; 2) detected objects included in the path must be coherent regarding to their sequential distance from each other on the ground plane and relative speeds. A path is created when a mobile object is detected. An existing path is updated when a new detection occurs. A path is deleted if the two coherency criteria are not met. The remaining paths constitute the trajectories of the detected mobile objects; each trajectory corresponding to one mobile object.

**V. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS**

Consider a dataset made up of $N$ objects, the trajectory for object $O_i$ in this dataset is defined as the set of points $[x_i(t), y_i(t)]$ corresponding to their position points; $x$ and $y$ are time series vectors whose length is not equal for all objects as the time they spend in the scene is variable. Two key points defining these time series are the beginning and the end, $[x_i(1), y_i(1)]$ and $[x_i(end), y_i(end)]$ as they define where the object is coming from and where it is going to. We build a feature vector from these two points. Additionally, we also include the directional information given as $[\cos(\theta_j), \sin(\theta_j)]$, where $\theta_j$ is the angle which defines the vector joining $[x_i(1), y_i(1)]$ and $[x_i(end), y_i(end)]$. A mobile object seen in the scene is thus represented by the feature vector $v_j = [x_i(1), y_i(1), x_i(end), y_i(end), \cos(\theta_j), \sin(\theta_j)]$.

To characterise trajectories and to enable dynamic adaptation to newly observed data, we employ an on-line clustering algorithm, the Leader algorithm [31]. Given a distance $D$ between any pair of objects, and a threshold $T$, the algorithm constructs a partition of the input space (defining a set of clusters) and a leading representative for each cluster, such that every object in a cluster is within a distance $T$ of the leading object. The threshold $T$ is thus a measure of the diameter of each cluster. The leading object representative associated with cluster $CL_i$ is denoted by $L_i$. The algorithm makes one pass through the dataset, assigning each object to the cluster whose leader is the closest and making a new cluster, and a new leader, for objects that are not close to any existing leaders. However, the algorithm is extremely sensitive to the threshold defining the minimum activation of a cluster $CL$. Defining $T$ is application-dependent. It can be supplied by an expert with a deep knowledge of the data or employing heuristics. In this work we propose to learn this parameter employing a training set and Machine learning.

Let each cluster $CL_i$ be defined by a radial basis function (RBF) centred at the position given by its leader $L_i$:

$$CL_i(v) = \Phi(L_i, v, T) = \exp(-\|v - L_i\|^2T^2)$$

The RBF function has a maximum of 1 when the difference between its leader $L_i$ and the input $v$ is 0 and thus acts as a similarity detector with decreasing values outputted whenever $v$ strides away from $L_i$. We can make the choice that an object element will be included into a cluster if $CL_i(v) \geq 0.5$, which is a natural choice. The cluster receptive field (hyper-sphere) is controlled by the parameter $T$. Now, consider $C = \{CL_1, \cdots, CL_k\}$ is a clustering structure of a data set $X = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N\}$; $\{L_1, \ldots, L_k\}$ are the leads in this clustering structure and $P = \{P_1, \cdots, ...$
\( \cdot P_s \) is the 'true' partition of the data (Ground-truth) and \( \{M_1, \ldots, M_s \} \) are the main representatives (or Leaders) in the 'true' partition. We can define an error function given by

\[
E = \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} E_j^2
\]

\( E_j = \Phi(L(v_j), v_j, T) - \Phi(M(v_j), v_j, T) \)

In order to cope with the uncertainty aspects, contextual zones are modelled as elliptical shapes with a Gaussian probability density function being associated. Each ellipse \( \varepsilon(a, b, c) \), is thus defined by its major and minor axis \( a, b \) respectively and its centre \( c \). The membership degree that a point \( p(x, y) \) can have to a defined zone, \( Zctx \), is then given by

\[
Zctx(x', y') = \exp \left( -\left( \frac{x' - c}{\sigma_a(zctxq)} \right)^2 \right) \exp \left( -\left( \frac{y' - c}{\sigma_b(zctxq)} \right)^2 \right)
\]

where \( (x', y') \) is the image point \( p' \) after projection of \( p \) into the major and minor axes which define the elliptical zone, \( Zn \). That is \( p' = A(p-c) \) and \( A \) is the rotation matrix defined by the major and minor axis of the ellipse.

The proposed gradient-descent methodology was applied to the training dataset. The threshold \( T \), in the leader algorithm, is initially set to a large value (which causes a merge of most trajectory types). The error decreases monotonically until obtaining a null error for a value of \( T=0.7964 \), which is then selected for our analysis. The set of Leaders defined from this process will also guide the further partition of the incoming data.

VI. ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Our system aims for the recognition and interpretation of human activity and behaviour, and extract new information of interest for end-users. Low-level tracking information is thus expected to be transformed into high-level semantic descriptions conveying useful and novel information. In our application, we establish a semantic meaning from the scene model presented in section III-B. The behaviour knowledge can be thus expressed with semantic concepts, instead of using quantitative data, thanks to the defined contextual zones. Let us assume we have defined \( q \) contextual zones on the scene model. Two different kinds of behaviours can then be identified:

- From Zone \( Zctx_q \) to Zone \( Zctx_{q'} \)
- At Zone \( Zctx_q \)

In order to cope with the uncertainty aspects, contextual zones are modelled as elliptical shapes with a Gaussian probability density function being associated. Each ellipse \( \varepsilon(a, b, c) \), is thus defined by its major and minor axis \( a, b \) respectively and its centre \( c \). The membership degree that a point \( p(x, y) \) can have to a defined zone, \( Zctx \), is then given by

\[
Zctx(x', y') = \exp \left( -\left( \frac{x' - c}{\sigma_a(zctxq)} \right)^2 \right) \exp \left( -\left( \frac{y' - c}{\sigma_b(zctxq)} \right)^2 \right)
\]

where \( (x', y') \) is the image point \( p' \) after projection of \( p \) into the major and minor axes which define the elliptical zone, \( Zn \). That is \( p' = A(p-c) \) and \( A \) is the rotation matrix defined by the major and minor axis of the ellipse.

The likelihood that the entry/exit points belonging to a trajectory cluster \( CL_i \) can be associated with the semantic given by a zone \( Zctx_q \) is the mean value of the membership degree of these points to that zone.

A. Scene model update

Because it is not possible to define a-priori all activity zones, the manually defined Contextual zones do not suffice to describe all possible situations or evolving actions in the monitored scene, but only those matching the previously modelled zones of interest. We thus learn the complementary activity zones from the results obtained on trajectory clustering. We employ the entry/exit (beginning/end) spatial zone of influence \( Zcli \) of a trajectory cluster \( CL_i \).

\[
Zcli(x, y) = \Phi(L_i(1), x, T) \Phi(L_i(2), y, T)
\]

Remark that in this case employing \( L_i(1) \) and \( L_i(2) \) means \( Zcli(x, y) \) is built from the entry points of trajectory cluster \( CL_i \). We then look to establish a similarity relation between the different zones defined by the clusters. Quantitatively the relation is given by measuring the degree of fitness of data belonging to cluster \( CL_i \) to the model (Gaussian density function) defined from cluster \( CL_j \). On the end, new zones are given by the fulfilment of two relations: cluster \( CL_i \) influential zone \( Zcli \) is similar to cluster \( CL_j \) influential zone \( Zclj \) and cluster \( CL_j \) influential zone \( Zclj \) does not overlap an a-priori defined contextual Zone \( Zctx_q \). These relations are defined:

\[
R1_{ij}: \text{Zone } Zcli \text{ is similar to Zone } Zclj
\]

\[
R1_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \left[ \sum_{(x,y) \in (X_k,Y_k)} Zclj(x, y) \right]
\]
and \( X_{ik} = \left\{ \frac{(k+1)}{2} \cos(\theta) + L_i(1) \right\} \),
\[ Y_{ik} = \left\{ \frac{(k+1)}{2} \sin(\theta) + L_i(2) \right\} \] with \( \theta = 0, ..., \frac{\pi}{3}, ..., 2\pi \)

That is, points belonging to concentric circles to \( L_i \) are employed for the similarity comparison between \( CL_i \) and \( CL_j \). This avoids avoiding equity problems with clusters defined on sparse regions (some clusters may be defined with a much larger number of points than others).

**Step1.** \( R_{2i\rightarrow 2j} \): Zone \( Zcl_i \) overlaps Zone \( Zctx_q \)

\[ R_{2i\rightarrow 2j} = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \sum_{p \in (X,k,Y,k)} Zn_q(x^p, y^p) \]  \( (9) \)

It is possible to transform \( R2 \) into a new relation, \( R3 \), which links \( CL_i \) and \( CL_j \) if both clusters are related to the same Zone \( Zctx_q \) through the fulfilment of \( R2 \). The relation between \( CL_i \) and \( CL_j \) is then given by

\[ R3_{ij} = \max_q [R_{2iq}, R_{2jq}] \]  \( (10) \)

Remark that \( \overline{R3} \), the complement to \( R3 \) given by \( \overline{R3} = -R3 \), represents the relation linking \( CL_i \) and \( CL_j \) if both clusters are not related to any contextual Zone \( (Zctx_q) \). \( R1 \) and \( \overline{R3} \) can be aggregated employing a soft computing aggregation operator such as \( \cap \), reflexive \( R(x, x) = 1 \), which make of \( R \) a compatibility relation and occurs in most cases when establishing a relationship between binary sets. \( R \) is however not a transitive relation.

**Step2.** \( R(x, y) \) is a transitive relation if \( \exists z \in X, z \in Y/R(x, y) \geq \max \min[R(x, z), R(z, y)] \)

If \( R \) is not transitive, it can be made transitive and furthermore closure transitive following the next steps

**Step1.** \( R' = R \cup (R \circ R) \)
**Step2.** If \( R' \neq R \), make \( R = R' \) and go to step1
**Step3.** \( R = R' \) Stop. \( R \) is the transitive closure where

\[ R \circ R(x, y) = \max_z \min[R(x, z), R(z, y)] \]  \( (11) \)

\( R \) is now a transitive similarity relation with \( R \) indicating the strength of the similarity. If we define a discrimination level \( \alpha \) in the closed interval \([0,1] \), an \( \alpha-cut \) can be defined such that

\[ R^\alpha(x, y) = 1 \Leftrightarrow R(x, y) \geq \alpha \]  \( (12) \)

any relation \( R \) can be represented by its resolution form

\[ R = \cup_{\alpha} R^\alpha \]  \( (13) \)

It is thus implicit that \( \alpha_1 > \alpha_2 \Leftrightarrow R^{\alpha_1} \subset R^{\alpha_2} \); thus, the \( R^\alpha \) form a nested sequence of equivalence relations, or from the classification point of view, \( R^\alpha \) induces a partition \( \pi^\alpha \) of \( X \times Y \) (or \( X^2 \)) such that \( \alpha_1 > \alpha_2 \) implies \( \pi^{\alpha_1} \) is a refinement of \( \pi^{\alpha_2} \).

At this point, the difficulty comes down to select the appropriate \( \alpha-cut \) such that \( \pi^\alpha \) from \( R^\alpha \) represents the best partition of the data. This is still a difficult and open issue that we choose to approach by selecting the alpha-values, which induce a significant change from \( \pi^{\alpha_k} \) to \( \pi^{\alpha_{k+1}} \).

To monitor those significant partition changes we choose to study the cluster area and number of clusters induced at each partition \( \pi^\alpha \)

Let \( \pi^\alpha = \{ C_1^\alpha, ..., C_i^\alpha, ..., C_n^\alpha \} \) be the partition for the \( \alpha-cut \) level. \( C_i^\alpha \) is one cluster of the induced partition or in the frame of our application a new discovered zone.

Let \( A_2^\alpha \) be the area corresponding to \( C_i^\alpha \) and which can be calculated from the convex hull enveloping all elements in \( C_i^\alpha \).

The mean cluster area for the \( \alpha-cut \) level, \( A^\alpha = \frac{1}{n_\alpha} \sum_{k=1}^{n_\alpha} A_k^\alpha \), the range value of the cluster areas, \( \max(A_k^\alpha) - \min(A_k^\alpha) \), and number of clusters for that level, \( |\pi^\alpha| \) are analysed in the frame of a multiresolution analysis of a time series function \( f(k) \) with a smoothing function, \( \phi_{2j}(k) = \phi(2^j k) \), to be dilated at different scales \( j \). In this frame, the approximation \( S \) of \( f(k) \) by \( \phi \) is given by

\[ S_{2j,f} = \sum_{u=-\infty}^{\infty} f(k) \phi_{2j}(k-2^{-j}u) = \langle f, \phi_{2j} \rangle \]  \( (14) \)

such that \( S_{2j-1,f} \) is a broader approximation of \( S_{2j,f} \). By analysing the time series \( f \) at coarse resolutions, it is possible to smooth out small details and select the \( \alpha-cut \) levels associated with important changes. From the monitored scene, it would be useful to distinguish among different information levels: (i) grouped activity on large spaces, (ii) very detailed individual activity, (iii) somewhere meaningful in-between the last two. For this reason, when performing activity zone discovery, we select the three highest change-inducers \( \alpha-cut \) levels from the previous analysis. The result is then that we end up with a three levels hierarchy of activity zones.

**B. Semantic update**

It is important to observe from equation 13 that our approach allows establishing an inclusion (parent-child) relationship between discovered activity zones; however, no particular semantic information can be drawn. To solve this problem, we rely again on the semantic that can be deduced from the contextual areas of the scene, as we know that this is the link to establish possible interactions between mobile and environmental objects of the scene. To this end we consider two new relations: \( R4 \). The comparison of areas between discovered and contextual areas, and \( R5 \). The distance relationships between discovered and contextual areas:

\[ R_{4i\rightarrow q} = \text{Zone } Zcl_i \text{ is similar in area to Zone } Zctx_{x_q} \]
\[ R_{5i\rightarrow q} = \text{Zone } Zcl(i) \text{ is near to Zone } Zctx_{x_q} \]

\[ R = R4 \cap R5 = \max(0, R4 + R5 - 1) \]  \( (15) \)
From R, we know for each discovered zone what is the "best" contextual zone to refer to. As mentioned before, the zone areas are calculated from the convex hull enveloping either \( C_i^\alpha \) or \( Zctx_i \), and the distance between zones from the nearest vertex points of each convex hull.

### C. Spatio-temporal decomposition

We now look into adding a temporal component to obtain activity patterns reflecting spatio-temporal similarities. With this aim, and for our current application we define the following relations:

- \( R6_{ij} \): mobile object \( O(i) \) enters Zone \( Zn(j) \)
- \( R7_{ij} \): mobile object \( O(i) \) exits Zone \( Zn(j) \)

and \( Zn(j) \) is either a known contextual zone \( Zctx(j) \) or a discovered zone \( Zcl(j) \) corresponding to a cluster \( C_j^\alpha \) of the induced partition \( \pi^\alpha \). For each of these cases we can calculate the membership of the mobile to the corresponding area:

\[
R6_{ij} = Zn_j(x, y) 
R8: mobile object \( O(i) \) starts equal to mobile object \( O(j) \) 
R8 = 1 − abs(start_{time}(i) − start_{time}(j))
R9: mobile object \( O(i) \) starts equal to mobile object \( O(j) \) 
R9 = 1 − abs(duration_{time}(i) − duration_{time}(j))
\]

Obtaining the patterns of activity is made by aggregating the above spatio-temporal relations. First \( R10 = R6 \cup R7 \) aggregates mobile objects according to spatial zone relations. \( R10 \circ R10 \) finds the transitive relation between mobiles according to their spatial distribution.

\[
R = R8 \cup R9 \cup R10 \text{ aggregates temporal similarity relations between mobiles.}
\]

We calculate again the transitive closure of this new relation. Analogically to section VI-A an \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) can be defined such that \( R^\alpha (x, y) = 1 \Leftrightarrow R(x, y) \geq \alpha \) and \( R^\alpha \) induces a new partition \( \pi^\alpha = \{C_1^\alpha, \ldots, C_n^\alpha\} \); each \( C_i^\alpha \) represents a discovered spatio-temporal activity pattern.

### VII. Main Results

We have applied our algorithm to five video datasets corresponding to different monitoring instances of an aircraft in the airport docking area (In the following, these video datasets are to be named: cof1, cof2, cof3, cof4 and cof8). This corresponds to about five hours of video analysed, this means the analysis of about 8000 trajectories.

The scene model is then updated according to the fulfillment of relations \( R1, R3 \) given in section VI-A. The final relation \( R \), which verifies the transitive closure, is thresholded for different \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) values going from 0 to 0.9 and with a step value of 0.05. The \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) values defining the different granularities (or information levels) for the scene are then obtained from the multiresolution analysis of the mean cluster area, range value of cluster areas, and number of clusters, which are obtained at each \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) level. Figure 5 shows how these three parameters change on the sequence ‘cof1’ depending on the \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) level. Remember from section VI-A that from these parameters we are looking the three highest change-inducers \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) levels, which will define three information levels for scene activity reporting. Figure 6 shows the \( \pi^\alpha \) partitions corresponding to the selected \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) levels. The first granularity level is set for \( \alpha - \text{cut}=0 \), which merges all activity outside the user-defined contextual zones and thus creates one single broad new zone of global activity outside contextual zones. The second granularity level corresponds to grouped activity on large spaces and is defined as the lowest \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) value from those three highest change-inducers \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) levels. In contrast, the fourth granularity level, which is the most detailed activity corresponds thus to the partition induced by the highest change-inducer \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) level. The third granularity level, corresponds to a compromise between detailed and large activity description (and is defined by the remaining \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) level). In this way, the different partitions can be seen as activity maps with different granularity levels.

As mentioned in section VI-B, it is important to attach a semantic meaning to each of the new discovered zones. This is achieved, as mentioned before, through fulfillment of relations \( R4 \) and \( R5 \) linking the new discovered zones to the user defined contextual zones by their area similarity and their spatial closeness. For instance, for the numerotated zones in Figure 6, the deduced semantics are given in the figure legend.

When introducing temporal information and following the procedure given in section VI-C, it is possible to find for each sequence a series of spatio-temporal clusters. In order to have a better homogeneity of the spatio-temporal activity clusters, we set the \( \alpha - \text{cut} \) value to 0.9. Because of this precision, the number of spatio-temporal clusters obtained is relatively high: ‘cof1’=96 clusters; ‘cof2’=117; ‘cof3’=93; ‘cof4’=126; ‘cof8’=118. In order to look for the meaningful
Fig. 5. Change in the number of zones (clusters in $|\pi^1|$), range value of areas, and mean area of zones ($A^\alpha$), on the sequence 'c0f1' for the partition induced by an alpha-cut. The points corresponding to a brisk change of these parameters and selected to define the different granularities (or information levels) for the scene are circled in red.

common activities we look to correlate the activity clusters over all available video sequences. Briefly speaking, for each couple of activity clusters we take into account the spatial correlation of area occupancy, temporal similarity for the start of the activity, and the correlation of trajectory types involved. Figure 7 shows the time-line of activities with highest correlation, that is, with more reproducibility over the different video sequences.

The sequence 'c0f1' contains ground-truth conveying seven activities: ‘GPU arrival’, the baggage disposal related activities ‘unloading’ and ‘loading’, the aircraft related movements ‘Aircraft arrival’ and ‘Aircraft departure’ and the Jet bridge related movements ‘Jet bridge positioning’, and ‘Jet bridge parking’. With our approach we found patterns in ‘c0f1’ corresponding to the first three events and having strong repetitiveness on the other video sequences. These are marked in Figure 7 in red. We found that ‘Aircraft arrival’ and ‘Jet bridge positioning’ were merged in one cluster: ‘Activity 10: at Plane fuel panel access area’ (marked in green in Figure 7). This cluster still contained some more people activity occurring in the same area and because of the transitive spatial and temporal relations included in our approach all these mobiles were merged into one cluster. A similar situation appeared with the remaining events signalled by the ground-truth, although the reproducibility of the resulting cluster is low and is thus less visible.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a fuzzy relation analysis-based approach for unsupervised activity pattern discovery. The approach contains relevant cognitive functions such as perception, learning, dynamic context discovery, recognition, and reasoning, and their integration in a complete artificial cognitive vision system. The proposed approach allows monitoring and processing large periods of time (large amount of data), and thus perform analysis on long-term basis. The system employs a simple, yet advantageous incremental algorithm, the Leader algorithm, to find trajectory clusters from new incoming data. Generally, incremental approaches rely on a manually-selected threshold to decide whether the data is too far away from the clusters. We solve the difficulty of tuning the system by employing a training set and Machine learning.

We employ the information given by trajectory clusters to complement what we know from the scene topology and discover unknown activity zones. This gives a big flexibility to the system contrary to other approaches working with static predefined topologies. Moreover, we study the scene activity at different granularities which give the activity description in broad terms, or with detailed information thus managing different information levels. We elaborate activity maps with a semantic description of the discovered zones (and thus of
the evolving activities) which is closer to a natural language thanks to a series of relationships which allow to describe inferred zones/activities in association to contextual (static) areas of the scene. By adding temporal information such as tracking start time and duration, patterns of activities can be discovered for mobile objects sharing the same spatial and temporal relationships. On this aspect our current results are encouraging as the final patterns of activity are given with coherent spatial and temporal information, which is understandable for the end-user. From the analysed sequences, the first one, ‘cof1’, contained explicit ground-truth for seven activities. From the discovered activity patterns, we had a perfect match with three of them. The remaining activities were not recognised as a single event because of their spatial and temporal closeness with other mobiles. We will thus be looking in our future work to differentiate between mobiles by including object type information. Our approach has the capability to recognise common repetitive activities but we still need to determine the meaningfulness (or abnormality) of single activity patterns not found recursively on the video analysis. This is also part of our future work, which we plan to address by adding more temporal constraints allowing to better characterize the activity patterns.
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